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CONFIRMED: US CIA Arming Terrorists in Syria
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Theme: Intelligence, US NATO War Agenda

In-depth Report: SYRIA

As West berates Syria for “killing civilians” Western weapons flow into terrorist hands from
NATO. 

The  New  York  Times  in  their  article,  “C.I.A.  Said  to  Aid  in  Steering  Arms  to  Syrian
Opposition,” confirms what many have already long known – that the West,  led by the US
and its Gulf State proxies, have been arming terrorists, particularly the Muslim Brotherhood,
while  berating  the  Syrian  government  for  “violating”  a  UN  mandated  ceasefire  and  for
“failing  to  protect”  its  population.

The Muslim Brotherhood has been combated by nations across the Arab World to stem the
tide of their sectarian extremism, violence, and their targeted erosion of secular nation-
states.  Ironically,  the  US  which  has  claimed  to  have  been  fighting  the  forces  of  sectarian
extremism and “terrorism” for over a decade now, have been revealed as the primary
enabler of the most violent and extreme terrorist organizations in the world. These include,
in addition to the Muslim Brotherhood, the Libyan Islamic Fighting Group (LIFG) in Libya,
Baluch terrorists in Pakistan, and the Mujahideen-e-Khalq (MEK) currently based in Iraq and
being used as proxies against Iran.

 

 

Video:  Professor  Michel  Chossudovsky  of  Global  Research  gives  perhaps  the  most
comprehensive back-story on Syria’s conflict to-date. 

VIDEO: US-NATO “Humanitarian Intervention” in Syria: Towards a Regional War?
Latest report now available on GRTV
– by Michel Chossudovsky, Nile Bowie – 2012-06-08
….

The  New  York  Times  claims  that,  “the  C.I.A.  officers  have  been  in  southern  Turkey  for
several weeks, in part to help keep weapons out of the hands of fighters allied with Al Qaeda
or  other  terrorist  groups,  one  senior  American  official  said,”  a  unsubstantiated  claim  that
was similarly made in Libya before Al Qaeda flags were run up poles in Benghazi by rebels
flush with NATO cash and arms used to collapse the government of  Muammar Qaddafi.  In
fact,  it  is  confirmed  that  Libyan  LIFG  rebels,  led  by  Al  Qaeda  commander  Abdul  Hakim
Belhaj,  have  now  made  their  way  by  the  hundreds  to  Syria  (and  here).

Despite  months  of  the  US  claiming  the  “international  community”  sought  to  end  the
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violence and protect the population of Syria, the New York Times now admits that the US is
engaged in  supporting a “military campaign” against  the Syrian government aimed at
increasing  “pressure”  on  Syrian  President  Bashar  al-Assad.  Efforts  to  impose  an  arms
embargo on Syria is now revealed to be one-sided, aimed at giving rebels an advantage in
the prolonged bloodbath with the intent on tipping the balance in favor of Western proxy-
forces – not end the violence as soon as possible as claimed by the UN, and in particular,
Kofi Annan.

The Times also reported that Turkey has been directly delivering weapons to terrorists
operating in Syria – Turkey being a NATO member and implicating NATO as now being
directly involved in perpetuating bloodshed in the Middle Eastern nation. For months, Turkey
has been allowing terrorists to use its border region as a refuge from which to stage attacks
against Syria.

Despite this, however, the so-called “Free Syrian Army,” according to the New York Times,
consists of only 100 or so small formations made up of  “a handful of fighters to a couple of
hundred combatants,” betraying the narrative that the Syrian government faces a large
popular uprising, and revealing that the “Free Syrian Army” is in fact a small collection of
mercenaries,  foreign  fighters,  and  sectarian  extremists,  armed,  funded,  and  directed  by
foreign interests solely to wreak havoc within Syria. It should be noted that these terrorist
proxies were organized as early as 2007 by the US, Israel, and Saudi Arabia, specifically to
enact regime change and transform Syria into a Western client regime. 

As the West’s propaganda campaign imploded after a torrent of unsubstantiated claims of
“massacres” and “atrocities,” all unverified, some in fact being revealed as the work of the
West’s sectarian proxies themselves,  it appears that sidelining Syria in headlines while
pursuing a clandestine proxy war is now the tactic of choice for the time being.

For  the  United  States  to  claim  Syria  has  “failed”  to  protect  it  population  while
simultaneously  fueling  the  very  armed  conflict  it  claims  it  is  seeking  to  end  is  not  only
hypocrisy of the highest order, but a crime against world peace – punishable under the
Nuremberg precedent.
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